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Lesson 12, Part 2 – Loops: 

 

Music For The Non-Musician 

 

Welcome back to Part two of the Loops Lesson. Now, we're gonna create our own loop. I'm going 

to turn on the metronome, the click track, and then I'm going to record one measure at 120 beats per 

minute of tambourine hits. Just one hit on each beat, so it'll be one, two, three, four. And I'm going 

to use the first measure here to count in so the recording will be on the second measure. So, arm the 

track to record. 

 

[music] 

 

Okay. So you see that the main hits are right here, one, two, three, four, and you can see that those 

four beats span measure two, one hit per beat. But the file I recorded is quite long and has a bunch 

of silence before it for the count in, and it recorded some stuff afterward while I put the tambourine 

down and stopped the recording. Obviously, what we wanna loop is this bit right here. However, if 

all we do is trim by dragging the edges to create our one measure long item, it won't loop right 

because if I drag the edge, all it does is drag it until the file ends, the underlying file. So, what we're 

gonna need to do is glue this in place when we're ready. But before that, we have to make sure that 

it's musically accurate. That's where these gridlines really help. If you zoom in, you wanna make 

sure that each one of these beats, the loudest part actually hits on the line. And it looks like I missed 

the first one because it should be... Let me take off the snap tool for a minute. That should be hitting 

on the line. 

 

So the way we fix that is just to put the cursor between those two beats, hit the S key to split that 

out, then I'm going to drag this. Remember, you have to have the snap tool turned off to drag short 

distances. So I need to drag that so that the loudest bit is right on the line. So let's take a listen. I'm 

gonna turn this back on and highlight just the measure where the beats are, come down here to 

toggle repeat and take a listen. 

 

[music] 

 

It looks like the second beat may be a little early. So I'm gonna come back in here, split again to 

separate out the second beat, and drag it a little bit to the right to get the timing right, and listen 

again with toggle repeat still turned on. 

 

[music] 

 

And it still sounds like this third beat is coming in a tad early. You can tweak this all day long if you 

want. 

 

[music] 

 

That sounds better. Now, what we have to do is create a new audio item that starts at the very 

beginning of the measure, right at this line, and ends at the very end of the measure. The best way to 
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do that, first, is to turn this snap tool back on and then drag the edge until it snaps to the beginning 

of this measure, and come over here and make sure that the end snaps to the end of the measure. 

Then we're gonna use the glue items tool. That will take all of these items and it will create one new 

audio item, starting here and ending here. So we hold down the right mouse button and drag over all 

four of those. Then we go to actions and type "glue items." In an earlier lesson, we talked about 

how to map this to a key. I've mapped it to the G key. But if you haven't done that, this is the 

longhand method to do it. 

 

Okay. So now we've glued this together and come over here, turn off the snap tool. Now if I 

dragged this, you'll see a notch occurs right at the beginning that means we've done it right. And 

again, a notch occurs, that means it's starting to loop this particular audio item. So, now all we have 

to do is drag the edge and do that, loop it across, and let's go out for a few loops and let's zero in and 

see if these beats are still on the lines and they are, so that means it was musically correct and that is 

how to create your own loop out of your own recording. 

 

And now let's make a MIDI loop. We're gonna use ReDrums. You learned about that in Lesson 11, 

Part three. You might wanna go back and review that. I'm gonna open up a project that I have saved 

with ReDrums here I already loaded. So the first thing that we wanna do is make sure that our snap 

tool is enabled. Then we're going to highlight one measure, four beats' worth of blank space here, 

then make sure that the ReDrums track is highlighted. Just click on it to highlight it, then go to 

insert, new MIDI item. Then it puts a blank MIDI item there and it's one measure long. We know 

this because we highlighted one measure. Now double-click on this blank MIDI item and scroll 

down to where your drums are. Let's just stick with the tambourine since we did the live tambourine 

a few minutes ago. So we're gonna put them on each of the four beats in this measure. There is beat 

one, beat two, beat three, and beat four. Close the MIDI file. Let's click on toggle repeat and take a 

listen. 

 

[music] 

 

Sounds good to me. So lets just now stretch it out to loop it. And if you come over to this forth loop 

here and zoom in you can see that it's still on the beat. If you ever get these slightly off then the 

further you drag it out, the further of the beat they get. So that's why it's so important to try to get 

the beats correct in the first instance of the file so that when you loop it, they will always be correct. 

And that is how you create a MIDI loop and of course you can do this with any instrument you want 

or any of the other drums that you want. So that wraps it up for Lesson 12. We will see you back 

here for Lesson 13. 

 


